Abstract

The area of green computing has been emerged as an interesting field of research in this technology oriented world. Even small activities in daily life are dependent upon computer based technologies. This paper proposes a new methodology to provide Certificate Plan for Controlling Electric Pollution on Cloud Data Storage Centers with the purpose to control electric pollution and that provides a healthier and safer environment from different types of hazardous materials and other related computer electronics devices. The motivation towards this work is to improve our environmental conditions and reduce the effect of toxic electronics based materials. The function of new designed methodology actually analyze and measure the amount of carbon footprint by utilizing different instruments and methods that comes out from CRT’S (cathode ray tubes) and radiations emitted through other different parts of computer electronics in the form of hazardous gases (No2, Co2) and hazard metals as like lead, cadmium and mercury. Authors are considering one more important parameter in this paper named as “load balancing”. It describes if the government allotted space will be fulfilled in particular cloud data storage center (CDSC) then rather than implemented a new servers on that particular cloud data storage...
center that cloud storage agency may shift their data for storage in nearby any other cloud storage agency after analyzing the free space availability with the permission of government as well as that particular agency owner. This agreement must be signed legally by both the parties before the transfer of data.
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